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1. a)
b)
c)

\Nhat is deadlocltl
Describe the characterizatio t of creafng a deadlock.

Consider a system with five proc€sses P0 through P4 and three lesource types A' B, C.

Resource type A has 10 insiances, resource typ€ B has 5 instances and resource typ€ c has 7
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[Answer any two questions flom Group-A and any thrce questions from Group'BJ

GROUP-A

instances. SuPPose that at time ofthe has been taken:To. the
Process Allocation Max Available

ABC ABC ABC
PO 0I0 7 53
P1 200 322
P2 302 902
P3 2rl 222
P4 402 433

in a safe state? Write
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2. a)
b)
c)

3. a)
b)
c)

The process P1 requests for the resource (1, 0' 2). Will be the system

down the sequence. (Use Bankers' algorithm)

What are the intemal and extemal fragmentation? Why compaction technique is used?

Show how a 32 b;'tes physical memory can be mapped using 4 byte pages'

Giren six ."*ory p*titlo* of 700 KB,500 KB,I50KB,300KB,450KB and 90 KB (in
order), how would ihe fust -fi! best-fit and worst-fit algorithms place processes of size

210KB,355K8,145K8,85KB and 370K8(in order)?which algorithm makes the most efficient

use of memory?
Explain that the Cycle is a necessary but not a sufficient condition to create a deadlock.

What do you mea,n by lazy swapper inrespect of paging!
what are the differences between conlizuous arrd contiguous memory allocation?

GROI'P-B
a) What is page fault? Consider the following page references string:

7,0,1,2, 3, O" 4, 2" 3, 0, 3, 2, 1 2, 0, 1, 7,0' 1, 2, 3,0 1

rror" ma"y pag" fault would occur for the following algorithms, assuming three frames?

i) LRU rePlacemeot
ii) FIFO rePlacement
iii) OptimalrePlacement

b) . Describe the cause and effect of Trashing.

a) Describe one-level and acyclic directory slructures.

b) What do you mean by sequential allocation of disk space

"j WUy t artr, ibuted system very much important in a muhiuser systetf?

a) How can operating system take the f:ack of domain and object?

b) Describe passw ord vulnerabilities to keep the security of a system'

c) How does Trojan Horse destoy a computer system?

ui WUat is uirtuat memory? Describe the.steps to replace an unused page into the main memory.
(; How the security is given against unauthorized access and malicious modification problem.

c) What do you know about firewall to protect system?
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